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picture books

A Map into the World
Kao Kalia Yang, illus. Seo Kim
Kao Kalia Yang’s debut picture book features a 
young Hmong American girl who constantly 
seeks out beauty and connection in the world 
around her.

• An intergenerational story about love, family, 
and community

Carolrhoda Books®
Price: HC: $17.99
Pages: 32 • Trim: 91⁄4 x 11 • Ages: 5-9
October 1, 2019
WORLD RIGHTS

“Full of heart. And hope. This is exactly the kind 
of book I want to read to my daughter, and I 
wish I could hand a copy to every kid. Powerful, 
beautiful, and transcendent.”

—Matt de la Peña 
Newbery medalist and New York Times bestselling author

Carolrhoda Books®
Price: HC: $17.99
Pages: 32 • Trim: 91⁄1⁄1 4⁄4⁄  x 11 • Ages: 5-9
October 1, 2019
WORLD RIGHTS

01 P ic tu re B o o k s
18 F ic tio n
27 S eries  F ic tio n

31 G rap h ic  N o v els
38 N o nf ic tio n
65 S eries  N o nf ic tio n

C o n t en t s
01 P ic tu re B o o k s

C o n t en t s

EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTED BY CA-LINK, PLEASE CONTACT Lea@ca-link.com FOR RIGHTS INQUIRY
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s Dino-Halloween
Lisa Wheeler, illus. Barry Gott
Trick or treat! Join your favorite 
dinosaurs as they celebrate Halloween 
by visiting a haunted house, carving 
pumpkins, making costumes, and more!

• Dinosaurs participate in well-known,  
kid-friendly Halloween activities 

• A nice companion to Dino-Christmas

Carolrhoda Books®
Price: HC: $17.99
Pages: 32 • Trim: 105⁄8 x 87⁄8 • Ages: 5-9
August 6, 2019
WORLD RIGHTS

Hello
Aiko Ikegami
A wordless picture book shows that 
the power of communicating can span 
across the galaxies.

• Powerful, visual storytelling

• Uses no words, but can still speak volumes

Creston Books
Price: HC: $17.99
Pages: 34 • Trim: 8 x 10 • Ages: 4-8
October 1, 2019
WORLD RIGHTS

EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTED BY CA-LINK, PLEASE CONTACT Lea@ca-link.com FOR RIGHTS INQUIRY
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s ABCs at the 
Haunted House
Jennifer Marino Walters 
illus. Nathan Jarvis
Come along to the haunted house. Let’s 
see how many letters of the alphabet 
we spot along the way. Beware of the 
cobwebs!

• Richly illustrated with loads of detail for 
readers to explore

• Picture alphabet at the end of the book

Red Chair Press
Price: HC: $17.99
Pages: 32 • Trim: 10 x 8 • Ages: 4-8
August 1, 2019
WORLD RIGHTS

Ella McKeen, 
Kickball Queen
Beth Mills
First grader Ella McKeen is the 
undisputed kickball queen until a new 
girl shows up—and shows her up at 
recess. Ella reacts by throwing a fit! Will 
she ever be able to play kickball again?

• Funny and relatable 

• Addresses sportsmanship and how to lose 
gracefully

• Sports-themed picture book with a female 
protagonist 

Carolrhoda Books®
Price: HC: $17.99
Pages: 32 • Trim: 9¼ x 11 • Ages: 5-9
September 3, 2019
WORLD RIGHTS

EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTED BY CA-LINK, PLEASE CONTACT Lea@ca-link.com FOR RIGHTS INQUIRY
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s Undercover Ostrich
Joe Kulka
Animals can be sneaky. Do you know who 
is especially sneaky? Undercover ostriches! 
In this hilarious picture book, a perplexed 
narrator is on the case, keeping a tail on one 
ostrich’s adventures. But, does the narrator 
have secrets, too?

• An absurdly funny story with a fun twist at  
the end

• Short, silly text is great for reading aloud 

Carolrhoda Books®
Price: HC: $17.99
Pages: 32 • Trim: 105⁄8 x 87⁄8 • Ages: 4-9
April 1, 2018
WORLD RIGHTS

Dibs!
Laura Gehl, illus. Marcin Piwowarski
Teaching your little brother his first 
word—dibs—is funny. Until he starts 
calling dibs on everything, including 
the moon, and blasts off into space! 
Can Julian harness the power of dibs to 
rescue his little brother?

• A relatable story of sibling rivalry with a fun, 
out-of-this-world twist and heartwarming 
conclusion

Carolrhoda Books®
Price: HC: $17.99
Prices: 32 • Trim: 93⁄4 x 9¾ • Ages: 4-9
May 7, 2018
WORLD RIGHTS

“Young readers will de�nitely call 
dibs on this one.” 

—Kirkus Reviews

EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTED BY CA-LINK, PLEASE CONTACT Lea@ca-link.com FOR RIGHTS INQUIRY
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s Summer Green to 
Autumn Gold
Uncovering Leaves’ Hidden Colors
Mia Posada
This nonfiction picture book written and 
illustrated by Mia Posada beautifully 
explains why leaves change color in 
fall. It highlights both the eye-catching 
colors of the season and the science 
behind the colors.

• Features Mia Posada’s gorgeous cut paper 
college with watercolor art 

• Will appeal to fans of Plants Can’t Sit Still

• Back matter includes links to hands-on 
activities

Millbrook Press™
Price: HC: $19.99
Pages: 32 • Trim: 93⁄4 x 93⁄4 • Ages: 5-10
August 6, 2019
WORLD RIGHTS

Be a Maker
Katey Howes, illus. Elizabet Vuković
How many things can you make in 
a day? A tower, a friend, a change? 
Rhyme, repetition, and seemingly 
straightforward questions engage young 
readers, encouraging them to consider 
all the ways they can create.

• Appealing, rhyming story that celebrates 
making in many forms

• Empowers young readers to enact change and 
work for good

• Will appeal to fans of books like The Most 
Magni�cent Thing by Ashley Spires

Carolrhoda Books®
Price: HC: $17.99
Pages: 32 • Trim: 9¼ x 11 • Ages: 4-9
March 5, 2018
WORLD RIGHTS

• Back matter includes links to hands-on 

“Together the text and the illustrations create 
an excellent read that will empower readers to 
re�ect on their own lives and make a change or 
two or three....” 

—Kirkus Reviews

EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTED BY CA-LINK, PLEASE CONTACT Lea@ca-link.com FOR RIGHTS INQUIRY
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s Snack, Snooze, Skedaddle
How Animals Get Ready for Winter
Laura Purdie Salas, illus. Claudine Gévry
This charming nonfiction picture book 
shows how a variety of familiar, kid-
friendly animals prepare for—and 
survive—winter in northern climates.

• True to form, Laura Purdie Salas skillfully 
presents another curricular topic within a 
poetic form

• Appealing illustrations from Claudine Gévry

Millbrook Press™
Price: HC: $19.99
Pages: 32 • Trim: 93⁄4 x 93⁄4 • Ages: 5-9
September 3, 2019
WORLD RIGHTS

Eek, You Reek!
Animals That Stink, Stank, Stunk
Jane Yolen; Heidi E. Y. Stemple 
illus. Eugenia Nobati
Readers will be delighted by the 
malodorous melodies of poems calling 
out the different pungent attributes of a 
full cast of foul-smelling creatures.

• Jane Yolen has been called the “Hans Christian 
Andersen of America”

• Features a treasure trove of stinky vocabulary 

• Child-friendly illustrations amplify the 
odiferous animals

Millbrook Press™
Price: HC: $19.99
Pages: 32 • Trim: 93⁄4 x 93⁄4 • Ages: 7-11
October 1, 2019
WORLD RIGHTS

Millbrook Press™
Price: HC: $19.99
Pages: 32 • Trim: 93⁄3⁄3 4⁄4⁄  x 93⁄3⁄3 4⁄4⁄  • Ages: 5-9
September 3, 2019
WORLD RIGHTS

EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTED BY CA-LINK, PLEASE CONTACT Lea@ca-link.com FOR RIGHTS INQUIRY
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s Thanku 
Poems of Gratitude
Miranda Paul, illus. Marlena Myles
This poetry anthology, edited by Miranda 
Paul, explores a wide range of ways to be 
grateful with poems by a diverse group 
of contributors.

• A celebration of thankfulness and gratitude 
from bestselling author Miranda Paul 

• This anthology features contributions from 
well-known children’s book authors

Millbrook Press™
Price: HC: $19.99
Pages: 40 • Trim: 91⁄4 x 11 • Ages: 6-10
September 3, 2019
WORLD RIGHTS

Flower Talk
How Plants Use Color to 
Communicate
Sara Levine, illus. Masha D’yans
A cantankerous talking cactus reveals 
the significance of different colors of 
flowers in terms of which pollinators 
(bees, birds, etc.) those colors “talk” to.  
A fun take on science that may be new 
to many kids—and adults!

• A fresh, fun look at the relationship between 
pollinators and �owers

• Much of the info will be new to adult readers 
as well

• From the author of Bone by Bone

Millbrook Press™
Price: HC: $19.99
Pages: 32 • Trim: 105⁄8 x 87⁄8 • Ages: 5-9
March 1, 2019
WORLD RIGHTS

EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTED BY CA-LINK, PLEASE CONTACT Lea@ca-link.com FOR RIGHTS INQUIRY
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s Beastly Biomes
Carly Allen-Fletcher
What kinds of animals live in the 
different environments Earth supports? 
This book shows how animals, birds, and 
fish all have a distinctive place to thrive, 
creating homes in unexpected places.

• Vibrant art and clear text bring the places and 
animals to life

Creston Books
Price: HC: $17.99
Pages: 32 • Trim: 8½ x 10¾ • Ages: 7-11
April 2, 2019
WORLD RIGHTS

I Am Farmer
Growing an Environmental 
Movement in Cameroon
Miranda Paul; Baptiste Paul,  
illus. Elizabeth Zunon
When Tantoh Nforba was a child, his 
fellow students mocked him for taking 
an interest in gardening. Today he’s an 
environmental hero, bringing clean 
water and bountiful gardens to the 
central African nation of Cameroon.

• An inspiring story of a man who has worked 
tirelessly to bring clean water and sustainable 
farming practices to his homeland

• Miranda Paul and Elizabeth Zunon’s One Plastic 
Bag is one of Lerner’s bestselling picture books 
(over 50,000 copies sold)

Millbrook Press™
Price: HC: $19.99
Pages: 32 • Trim: 105⁄8 x 87⁄8 • Ages: 5-9
February 1, 2019
WORLD RIGHTS

“[A] beautiful book about an important 
topic and the man behind a movement.”

—Booklist

EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTED BY CA-LINK, PLEASE CONTACT Lea@ca-link.com FOR RIGHTS INQUIRY
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s Lion of the Sky
Haiku for All Seasons
Laura Purdie Salas, illus. Mercè López
Haiku meet riddles in this wonderful 
collection from Laura Purdie Salas. 
The poems celebrate the seasons and 
describe everything from an earthworm 
to an apple to snow angels, alongside 
full-color illustrations.

• Haiku that are also riddles!

• A gorgeous exploration of the seasons 
featuring illustrations by Spanish artist  
Mercè López

Millbrook Press™
Price: HC: $19.99
Pages: 32 • Trim: 9¾ x 9¾ • Ages: 5-9
April 1, 2019
WORLD RIGHTS

Martin & Anne 
The Kindred Spirits of Dr. Martin 
Luther King Jr. and Anne Frank
Nancy Churnin, illus. Yevgenia Nayberg
The uncanny parallels between Anne 
Frank and Martin Luther King Jr., born 
the same year an ocean apart, are 
explored in parallel biographies.

• A unique look at the lives of two of history’s 
most important people

• Stunning illustrations bring the parallel 
journeys to life 

Creston Books
Price: HC: $17.99
Pages: 32 • Trim: 10 x 10 • Ages: 8-14
March 1, 2019
WORLD RIGHTS

 “Richly rewarding and clever.”
    —starred,  Kirkus Reviews

 “Charming, beautifully illustrated.”
—starred,  Booklist

“A surprisingly successful and 
enlightening combination strengthened 
by striking artwork.”

—Kirkus Reviews

EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTED BY CA-LINK, PLEASE CONTACT Lea@ca-link.com FOR RIGHTS INQUIRY
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fictionfic
tio

n Owl’s Outstanding 
Donuts
Robin Yardi
When an owl alerts Mattie Waters to 
suspicious activity near her aunt’s Big 
Sur donut shop, Mattie must rally her 
friends, face her fears, and try to save her 
new home.

• An engaging and clever mystery set along the 
California coast

• Themes of grief and recovery handled in a 
sensitive manner through beautiful writing

Carolrhoda Books®
Price: HC: $17.99
Pages: 232 • Trim: 51⁄2 x 81⁄4 • Ages: 8-12
September 3, 2019
WORLD RIGHTS

Cardslinger
M. G. Velasco
In 1881 Missouri, twelve-year-old Jason 
“Shuffle” Jones sets off on a quest to find 
his missing father, armed only with a card 
game his dad invented that may offer 
clues as to his dad’s whereabouts.

• Page-turning adventure story set in the  
Wild West

• Distinctive and humorous narrative voice 

• Mythological elements incorporated into the 
plot in fresh and clever ways

Carolrhoda Books®
Price: HC: $17.99
Prices: 360 • Trim: 51⁄2 x 8¼ • Ages: 9-14
August 6, 2019
WORLD RIGHTS

EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTED BY CA-LINK, PLEASE CONTACT Lea@ca-link.com FOR RIGHTS INQUIRY
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fictionfic
tio

n Red Dove, 
Listen to the Wind
Sonia Antaki, illus. Andrew Bosley
A middle-grade historical novel set in 
Dakota Territory of the 1890s against the 
backdrop of Wounded Knee. Red Dove, 
Listen to the Wind is the tale of a young 
girl caught between worlds.

•  A compelling coming of age story with a 
unique heroine

•  Native American stories are of perennial 
interest

One Elm Press — Red Chair Press
Price: HC: $17.99
Pages: 232 • Trim: 6 x 9 • Ages: 9-14
October 15, 2019
WORLD RIGHTS

Trevor Lee and the Big 
Uh Oh!
Wiley Blevins, illus. Marta Kissi
When his new teacher announces all 
the 3rd graders must read in front of 
everyone at Parents Night, Trevor Lee 
and his best friend Pinky take action 
before his secret of not being able to 
read gets out.

• Kids of all kinds will relate to Trevor Lee’s 
struggles 

• Wiley Blevins is well established in the early 
chapter book world 

One Elm Press — Red Chair Press
Price: HC: $14.99
Pages: 160 • Trim: 6 x 8 • Ages: 8-10
September 1, 2019
WORLD RIGHTS

EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTED BY CA-LINK, PLEASE CONTACT Lea@ca-link.com FOR RIGHTS INQUIRY
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fictionfic
tio

n The Truth Is
NoNieqa Ramos
Fifteen-year-old overachiever Verdad 
is struggling to meet her Puerto Rican 
mother’s expectations and process 
her best friend’s death when she falls 
for Danny, a trans boy, and starts to 
question her own identity.

• Features a diverse and thoughtfully drawn cast 
of characters

• Tackles topical issues of prejudice and violence 
against people of color and LGBTQ people

• Ramos’ debut young adult novel, The Disturbed 
Girl’s Dictionary, received glowing reviews and 
has received a number of year-end accolades

Carolrhoda Lab®
Price: HC: $18.99
Pages: 272 • Trim: 51⁄2 x 81⁄4 • Ages: 14-18
September 3, 2019
WORLD RIGHTS

Seventh Grade vs. 
the Galaxy
Joshua S. Levy
Thirteen-year-old Jack and his friends 
accidentally catapult their rickety public 
schoolship across the galaxy—and 
straight into the clutches of the first 
aliens humanity has ever encountered! 
How will they get everyone home?

• Star Trek Voyager meets Saved by the Bell!

• Zany, clever, and fast-paced sci-� adventure 
with heart

Carolrhoda Books®
Price: HC: $17.99
Pages: 288 • Trim: 5½ x 8¼ • Ages: 9-13
March 1, 2019
WORLD ENGLISH RIGHTS

TRANSLATION RIGHTS: 
LAURA DAIL LITERARY AGENCY

EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTED BY CA-LINK, PLEASE CONTACT Lea@ca-link.com FOR RIGHTS INQUIRY
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fic
tio

n Fugly
Claire Waller
Shy, overweight eighteen-year-old Beth 
leads a secret life as an online troll. But 
when she unexpectedly makes two 
friends—bubbly, gorgeous Amy in real 
life and mysterious fellow cyberbully 
Tori online—she must decide what 
really matters.

• Compelling and sympathetic voice

• Suspenseful plot that draws readers in 

• Authentic and moving treatment of topical 
issues: fat shaming, body dysmorphia, 
depression, and online trolling culture

Carolrhoda Lab®
Price: HC: $18.99
Pages: 352 • Trim: 51⁄2 x 81⁄4 • Ages: 14-18
November 5, 2019
WORLD ENGLISH RIGHTS

TRANSLATION RIGHTS: RIGHTS PEOPLE

series fiction
fiction

Panic
Sasha Dawn
When aspiring musician Madelaine finds 
a poetry fragment that helps her finish 
a song she’s writing, she tracks down 
the author online in hopes of starting 
a collaboration. But there’s more to the 
situation than she realizes.

•  A departure from Sasha Dawn’s previous 
psychological thrillers 

• Examines the all-encompassing in�uence of 
the internet on modern teens’ lives

•  Incorporates elements of Broadway theater 
culture into the storyline

Carolrhoda Lab®
Price: HC: $18.99
Pages: 312 • Trim: 51⁄2 x 81⁄4 • Ages: 13-18
October 1, 2019
WORLD ENGLISH RIGHTS

TRANSLATION RIGHTS: HARVEY KLINGER

EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTED BY CA-LINK, PLEASE CONTACT Lea@ca-link.com FOR RIGHTS INQUIRY
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fic
tio

n Castle of Lies
Kiersi Burkhart
Thelia isn’t in line to inherit the crown, 
but she’s always been determined to 
become queen. When an army of elves 
invades the kingdom, she may have to 
give up her ambitions to save her life!

• Game of Thrones meets Gossip Girl in this 
fantasy about a young woman navigating 
court intrigue and life-and-death danger to 
discover what she really stands for 

• Inspired by the classic fantasy of J.R.R. Tolkien

Carolrhoda Lab®
Price: HC: $18.99
Pages: 344 • Trim: 51⁄2 x 81⁄4 • Ages: 12-18
May 1, 2019
WORLD ENGLISH RIGHTS

TRANSLATION RIGHTS:  
TRANSATLANTIC LITERARY

series fiction

Funny Bone Books™

First Chapters — 
Ick and Crud
Ick is shy and cautious. Crud is fun-loving 
and full of curiosity. These pals have fun 
whether they’re laying low or having 
an adventure. First Chapters books are 
easy introductions to chapter books for 
young readers.

• Early readers will love the funny main  
character dogs for their hijinks and wit

• Perfect amount of text per page for  
beginning readers

• Focus on friendship and character 
development

Red Chair Press
Price: PB: $4.99
Pages: 32 • Trim: 61⁄2 x 9 • Ages: 5-8
March 1, 2019
WORLD RIGHTS

Funny Bone Books™

First Chapters — 
The Jupiter Twins
Trudy and Tina are best friends. They are 
also twins. Trudy loves adventure and 
Tina is happy to go along for the ride—
as long as it is a smooth ride! Young 
readers will enjoy the familiar adventures 
with the Jupiter Twins.

• Early readers will learn about outer space 
through the wacky stories

• Perfect amount of text per page for  
emergent readers 

• Fun, full-color illustrations

Red Chair Press
Price: PB: $4.99
Pages: 32 • Trim: 61⁄2 x 9 • Ages: 5-8
August 1, 2019
WORLD RIGHTS

EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTED BY CA-LINK, PLEASE CONTACT Lea@ca-link.com FOR RIGHTS INQUIRY
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The Do-Over
After a day full of decisions they regret, 
teens mysteriously get a chance at a 
do-over. But will reliving the day and 
making different choices fix their problems?

• High-interest stories about real teen con�icts 
and resolutions

• Fast-paced, suspenseful plots will appeal  
to all readers

• Engaging content for reluctant and  
struggling readers 

Darby Creek™
Price: PB: $7.99
Pages: 96-112 • Trim: 51⁄4 x 71⁄2 • Ages: 11-18
October 1, 2019
WORLD RIGHTS

League of the Paranormal
Team traditions and legends aren’t just 
superstitions in this paranormal sports 
series. Encountering everything from 
ghosts of varsity teams past to haunted 
playbooks, teens in this series use their 
athleticism and instincts when going 
against the supernatural.

• Gripping sports action combined with  
thrilling supernatural plots 

• Cli�hangers and fast-paced action keep 
readers engaged 

• High/low content that is carefully leveled  
for struggling and reluctant readers

Darby Creek™
Price: PB: $7.99
Pages: 104-120 • Trim: 51⁄4 x 71⁄2 • Ages: 11-18
August 1, 2019
WORLD RIGHTS

series fiction

Reality Show
These teens are given the chance 
compete in reality shows. They’re all in 
pursuit of fame, prize money, or more 
personal goals. But, will the stakes turn 
out to be too high?

• Capitalizes on the popularity of reality TV 
shows while staying grounded in relatable  
real-life problems

• Elements of humor, romance, suspense, and 
coming-of-age story delivered with a light touch

• Engaging content for reluctant and  
struggling readers

Darby Creek™
Price: PB: $7.99
Pages: 104-120 • Trim: 51⁄4 x 71⁄2 • Ages: 11-18
March 1, 2019
WORLD RIGHTS

AI High
After the government officially recognizes 
androids as living beings, Fitzgerald High 
starts a program integrating human and 
android students, earning it the nickname 
AI High. Whether they’re human or android, 
teenagers will always have drama.

• Fast-paced stories address current social issues 
and relatable teen drama through the lens of 
high-interest science �ction

• Capitalizes on popularity of science �ction, 
arti�cial intelligence, and futuristic storylines

• High/low text that will engage reluctant and 
struggling readers 

Darby Creek™
Price: PB: $7.99
Pages: 96 • Trim: 51⁄4 x 71⁄2 • Ages: 11-18
October 1, 2019
WORLD RIGHTS
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To the Limit
Teens on extreme sports adventures face 
life-or-death situations when something 
goes wrong with their gear or the 
weather. To survive, they must rely on 
their athletic skills and quick thinking.

• High-interest extreme sport stories meet 
thrilling survival stories with unique and 
dangerous settings

• Draws on readers’ fascination with survival 
stories

• High/low 

Darby Creek™
Price: PB: $7.99
Pages: 96-112 • Trim: 51⁄4 x 71⁄2 • Ages: 11-18
October 1, 2019
WORLD RIGHTS

se
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n graphic novels

The Wolf in Underpants
Wilfrid Lupano, illus. Mayana Itoïz;  
Paul Cauuet
In this witty graphic novel, a 
community of forest animals trades 
scary rumors about a nearby wolf. 
But when the wolf appears in a pair 
of striped underpants, he causes the 
animals to rethink their fears.

• An Aesop’s Fables–style story for our current 
times with sharp humor and a lesson about 
intolerance

• Socially relevant and family friendly

• A wonderful blend of silly and thoughtful

Graphic Universe™
Price: PB: $8.99
Pages: 40 • Trim: 7¾ x 10 • Ages: 7-11
March 1, 2019 
WORLD ENGLISH RIGHTS

TRANSLATION, AUDIO, & DRAMATIC RIGHTS: 
MEDIATOON

Monkey & Robot
Friends and Neighbors
Peter Catalanotto
In the spirit of Frog and Toad, Monkey 
& Robot introduces another pair of 
unlikely friends and the adventures 
they share.

• Award-winning author

• Introduces readers to graphic novels and 
how they combine words and pictures into 
powerful storytelling

Creston Books
Price: HC: $17.99
Pages: 64 • Trim: 6 x 9 • Ages: 6-9
October 1, 2019 
WORLD RIGHTS

EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTED BY CA-LINK, PLEASE CONTACT Lea@ca-link.com FOR RIGHTS INQUIRY
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Book 3: Super Potato’s 
Mega Time-Travel 
Adventure
A hilarious, irreverent graphic novel 
series for fans of Captain Underpants. 
Spanish cartoonist Artur Laperla 
presents the adventures of a costumed 
crime-fighter who turns into a potato 
and becomes a bigger hero than ever.

• Strong boy appeal 

• Colorful artwork that re�ects the book’s  
sense of humor

Graphic Universe™
Price: PB: $8.99
Pages: 56 • Trim: 63⁄4 x 9 • Ages: 7-11
August 1, 2019 
WORLD ENGLISH RIGHTS

TRANSLATION RIGHTS: BANG EDICIONES SL
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Topside
J.N. Monk, illus. Harry Bogosian
When Jo, a headstrong maintenance 
technician, makes a mistake that 
destabilizes her planet’s core, she knows 
only one way to fix things: leaving her 
underground home for a trip to the 
planet’s dangerous, unruly surface. 

• A young-adult story with crossover appeal, 
suitable for younger readers or sci-� fans of  
all ages 

• Fun, escapist setting

• Highly imaginative with lively alien  
character designs

Graphic Universe™
Price: PB: $14.99
Pages: 200 • Trim: 6 x 9 • Ages: 12-18
October 1, 2019
WORLD RIGHTS

Book 1: 
Cassandra Steps Out
Isabelle Bottier, illus. Hélène Canac
Cassandra has a gift: she sees what 
animals are thinking. After keeping her 
talent a secret, Cassandra decides to 
make a difference. Can she find a lost 
cat? Or will her first case be a flop?

• Positive, upbeat portrayal of a young  
woman of color

• Magical elements mixed-in with issues 
relateable to today’s children

• Cute animal factor

Graphic Universe™
Price: PB: $8.99
Pages: 56 • Trim: 63⁄4 x 9 • Ages: 9-14
September 3, 2019 
WORLD ENGLISH RIGHTS

TRANSLATION RIGHTS: STEINKIS GROUPE

EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTED BY CA-LINK, PLEASE CONTACT Lea@ca-link.com FOR RIGHTS INQUIRY
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Stage Dreams
Melanie Gillman
In this queer western adventure, 
acclaimed cartoonist Melanie Gillman 
puts readers in the saddle alongside Flor 
and Grace, a Latinx outlaw and a trans 
runaway, as they thwart a Confederate 
plot in the New Mexico Territory.

• Depiction of LGBTQ characters in a  
historical setting

• A spirited romp with relevance to 
contemporary issues

Graphic Universe™
Price: PB: $10.99
Pages: 104 • Trim: 8 x 10 • Ages: 13-18
September 3, 2019
WORLD RIGHTS

The American Dream? 
A Journey on Route 66 
Discovering Dinosaur Statues, 
Muffler Men, and the Perfect 
Breakfast Burrito
Shing Yin Khor
An illustrated comic travelogue about 
an American immigrant driving alone 
through all that’s left of “The Mother 
Road,” Route 66.

• Shing’s style, showcased in her “Tiny Adventure 
Journal” comics, has drawn a tremendous 
response online

• Shing’s perspective as both an immigrant and 
a lover of American culture and tropes make 
her an invaluable commentator on life in 
today’s America

Zest Books™
Price: PB: $16.99
Pages: 160 • Trim: 10 x 10 • Ages: 11-18
August 6, 2019
WORLD RIGHTS

EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTED BY CA-LINK, PLEASE CONTACT Lea@ca-link.com FOR RIGHTS INQUIRY
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Sincerely, Harriet
Sarah Winifred Searle
Harriet Flores is struggling with 
boredom, loneliness, and a multiple 
sclerosis diagnosis during a long Chicago 
summer. She uses her imagination to 
cope, which sometimes gets her into 
trouble, until she discovers the power of 
storytelling.

• A love letter to the books that change our lives

• Story features a moving intergenerational 
friendship 

Graphic Universe™
Price: PB: $11.99
Pages: 176 • Trim: 5½ x 8¼ • Ages: 9-13
May 1, 2019
WORLD RIGHTS

Life on Earth
Book 2: Gravity’s Pull
MariNaomi
When Claudia Jones returns to school 
after a mysterious disappearance, she 
exerts a strange effect on her classmates. 
Each chapter uses a unique art style and 
is written from a different character’s 
point of view.

• This One Summer meets The X-Files—vol. 2 in 
coming-of-age trilogy with sci-� hook

• A bold, compassionate trilogy from critically 
acclaimed graphic memoirist MariNaomi

Graphic Universe™
Price: PB: $11.99
Pages: 224 • Trim: 5½ x 8¼ • Ages: 11-14
March 1, 2019
WORLD ENGLISH RIGHTS

TRANSLATION RIGHTS: FOREWORD LITERARY

graphic novels

Book 3: 
Breaking Out the Devil
Jane Yolen; Adam Stemple  
illus. Orion Zangara
In the climactic final volume of the Stone 
Man Mysteries series, the demon-turned-
gargoyle Silex and his human assistant 
Craig make the ultimate uneasy alliance: 
a partnership with the Devil himself.

• Co-written by renowned, beloved fantasy 
author Jane Yolen

• Artwork by new talent Orion Zangara is full of 
mood and breathtaking detail

Graphic Universe™
Price: PB: $8.99
Pages: 88 • Trim: 6¾ x 9 • Ages: 12-18
November 5, 2019
WORLD RIGHTS

Marie Curie
A Life of Discovery
Alice Milani
In her intensely researched, inventively 
drawn exploration of Marie Curie’s life, 
artist Alice Milani follows the celebrated 
Polish scientist from Curie’s time as a 
struggling governess to her years in 
France making breakthrough discoveries.

• Milani’s book combines a stirring historical 
sweep and a sense of intimacy

• Artwork consists of unique, appealing pastel 
and watercolor

• Curie is a role model for young women in STEM

Graphic Universe™
Price: PB: $14.99
Pages: 208 • Trim: 8 x 10 • Ages: 14-18
August 6, 2019
WORLD ENGLISH RIGHTS

TRANSLATION RIGHTS: BECCOGIALL S.R.L.

EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTED BY CA-LINK, PLEASE CONTACT Lea@ca-link.com FOR RIGHTS INQUIRY
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I See Sea Food
Sea Creatures That Look Like Food
Jenna Grodzicki
Meet some of the wackiest creatures 
under the sea—creatures that look like 
food—through eye-catching photos and 
engaging text.

• Striking photos of exotic sea creatures 
accompanied by engaging text 

• Highly accessible non�ction

Millbrook Press™
Price: HC: $27.99
Pages: 32 • Trim: 9¾ x 9¾ • Ages: 4-9
October 1, 2019
WORLD RIGHTS
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n Garfield’s® Guide to 
Creating Your Own 
Comic Strip
Marco Finnegan
Readers will learn what goes into 
making a comic strip—from creating 
characters to adding visual details and 
lettering—all while enjoying examples 
from Garfield comic strips and hilarious 
commentary from Garfield himself.

• Written by an experienced drawing instructor

• Hands-on appeal for aspiring young 
cartoonists and casual Gar�eld fans alike

• Includes wry commentary by the beloved 
curmudgeonly cat

 
Lerner Publications
Price: PB: $7.99
Pages: 32 • Trim: 81⁄2 x 11 • Ages: 7-11
October 1, 2019
WORLD RIGHTS

nonfiction

GARFIELD © Paws, Inc. All rights reserved. 

EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTED BY CA-LINK, PLEASE CONTACT Lea@ca-link.com FOR RIGHTS INQUIRY
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Wait, Rest, Pause
Dormancy in Nature
Marcie Flinchum Atkins
Captivating photos accompany 
engaging nonfiction text to explain 
dormancy in nature. From trees and 
ladybugs to chickadees, squirrels and 
even alligators, this book won’t put 
curious kids to sleep!

• Great read-aloud potential

• Beautiful nature photographs 

• Familiar creatures will help young readers 
connect with the subject matter 

Millbrook Press™
Price: HC: $27.99
Pages: 32 • Trim: 9¾ x 9¾ • Ages: 4-9
September 3, 2019
WORLD RIGHTS

Nature’s Ninja
Animals with Spectacular Skills
Rebecca L. Johnson
Did you know that some animals have 
natural ninja-like talents? In this book, 
you’ll learn all about them, including 
geckos, sea urchins, bombardier beetles, 
and more.

• Engaging and informative 

• Includes up-to-the-minute �ndings from 
scientists in this �eld 

Millbrook Press™
Price: HC: $31.99
Pages: 48 • Trim: 105⁄8 x 87⁄8 • Ages: 9-14
October 1, 2019
WORLD RIGHTS

EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTED BY CA-LINK, PLEASE CONTACT Lea@ca-link.com FOR RIGHTS INQUIRY
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The Great Shark Rescue
Saving the Whale Sharks
Sandra Markle
Sandra Markle presents whale sharks—
the largest fish in the ocean—and shares 
what scientists are doing to help this 
endangered species.

• Engaging story of an endangered ocean animal

• Eye-catching photos of this gentle giant

• High-interest topic

Millbrook Press™
Price: HC: $31.99
Pages: 48 • Trim: 9¾ x 9¾ • Ages: 9-12
October 1, 2019
WORLD RIGHTS
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Growing Up Gorilla
How a Zoo Baby Brought Her 
Family Together
Clare Hodgson Meeker
This heartwarming true story chronicles 
what happened after a mother gorilla 
failed to bond with her baby at Seattle’s 
Woodland Park Zoo. Dedicated zoo staff 
intervened and helped little Yola connect 
with her family group.

• A true story with a happy ending

• Adorable photos of this baby gorilla and  
her mother

Millbrook Press™
Price: HC: $31.99
Pages: 48 • Trim: 9¾ x 9¾ • Ages: 8-12
September 3, 2019
WORLD RIGHTS

EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTED BY CA-LINK, PLEASE CONTACT Lea@ca-link.com FOR RIGHTS INQUIRY
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More Than a Game
Race, Gender, and Politics in Sports
Matt Doeden
Sports has never been only about what 
takes place on the playing field. Matt 
Doeden explores past and current 
controversies in a book sure to engage 
everyone interested in sports, history, 
and civil rights.

• A fascinating, historically important, and  
timely topic 

• Compelling photos and action-packed text 
from an award-winning sports author 

Millbrook Press™
Price: HC: $34.65
Pages: 64 • Trim: 9 x 9 • Ages: 10-18
September 3, 2019
WORLD RIGHTS

Monstrous
The Lore, Gore, and Science 
behind Your Favorite Monsters
Carlyn Beccia
An encyclopedia of monsters delves 
into the history and science behind 
eight legendary creatures, from zombies 
to the kraken and beyond. Tips and 
infographics make this a highly visual 
and easy-to-browse experience.

• Combines highly visual elements with 
browsable text 

• Fascinating infographics pair scienti�c fact  
with �ction

• Includes historical facts and scienti�c 
possiblities on favorite monsters and 
mythological characters 

Carolrhoda Books®
Price: HC: $19.99
Pages: 148 • Trim: 105⁄8 x 87⁄8 • Ages: 9-14
October 1, 2019
WORLD ENGLISH RIGHTS

TRANSLATION RIGHTS:  
RED FOX LITERARY 

EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTED BY CA-LINK, PLEASE CONTACT Lea@ca-link.com FOR RIGHTS INQUIRY
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Little Monsters of 
the Ocean
Metamorphosis Under the Waves
Heather L. Montgomery
Everyone knows that butterflies and 
frogs go through metamorphosis. But a 
number of sea creatures do too! Readers 
will meet some of the ocean’s most 
fascinating creatures in this super-fun 
and interesting book.

• Metamorphosis through the lens of 
unexpected and fascinating ocean creatures

• Engaging tone

Millbrook Press™
Price: HC: $31.99
Pages: 56 • Trim: 8 x 10 • Ages: 9-14
April 1, 2019
WORLD RIGHTS

No Steps Behind
A Refugee’s Battle for Women’s 
Rights
Jeff Gottesfeld, illus. Shiella Witanto
No Steps Behind describes how the 
post-war constitution in Japan came to 
include equal rights for woman, thanks 
to Beate Sirota who had grown up in 
Japan and knew and loved its culture.

• Award-winning author

• Little known story about the importance of 
believing in one’s convictions and speaking out 
to a�ect change

Creston Books
Price: HC: $17.99
Pages: 36 • Trim: 8½ x 11 • Ages: 8-12
September 3, 2019
WORLD RIGHTS

“A lively presentation of an unusual subject, a 
hidden and little-known part of our natural world.”

—Kirkus Reviews

EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTED BY CA-LINK, PLEASE CONTACT Lea@ca-link.com FOR RIGHTS INQUIRY
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When Plants Attack
Strange and Terrifying Plants
Rebecca E. Hirsch
Science writer and plant expert Rebecca E. 
Hirsch presents fun and gross facts about 
plants such as the Venus Flytrap and a 
“vampire vine”, explaining the science 
behind why they do what they do.

• Plants Can’t Sit Still meets Zombie Makers in this 
look at some of the most bizarre members of 
the plant kingdom

• Lively writing and creepy examples will have 
broad appeal

Millbrook Press™
Price: HC: $31.99
Pages: 48 • Trim: 93⁄4 x 93⁄4 • Ages: 9-14
March 1, 2019
WORLD RIGHTS

The Woolly Monkey 
Mysteries 
The Quest to Save a 
Rainforest Species
Sandra Markle
Known as the rainforest’s gardeners, 
woolly monkeys are essential to the 
survival of the rainforest. Learn about how 
scientists use camera-trap technology to 
learn how to save this keystone species 
and protect the rainforests.

• Appealing full-color photographs of woolly 
monkeys in their natural habitat

• An engaging, in-depth look into how scientists 
study an endangered species in remote locations 

Millbrook Press™
Price: HC: $31.99
Pages: 40 • Trim: 93⁄4 x 93⁄4 • Ages: 8-12
March 1, 2019
WORLD RIGHTS

 “Another cleareyed and engaging book 
by a master of the genre.” 

—starred, Kirkus Reviews

EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTED BY CA-LINK, PLEASE CONTACT Lea@ca-link.com FOR RIGHTS INQUIRY
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Hair!
Animal Fur, Wool, and More
Marilyn Singer, illus. Julie Colombet
Vivid photographs paired with quirky 
illustrations serve to illuminate the 
fascinating facts about mammal hair: 
why it exists, what it’s good for, the 
many different types, and more.

• A deep dive into the fascinating world of 
mammal hair from an established author and 
excellent promoter

• A fresh, fun look at the many reasons why 
mammal hair exists

Millbrook Press™
Price: HC: $26.65
Pages: 40 • Trim: 105⁄8 x 87⁄8 • Ages: 7-11
April 1, 2019
WORLD RIGHTS

Queer, 2nd Edition
The Ultimate LGBTQ Guide 
for Teens
Kathy Belge; Marke Bieschke
An updated and revised edition of a 
useful, informative, and fun guide for 
navigating life as an LGBTQ teen.

• Advice on coming out, navigating a queer 
social life, dealing with queerphobia, having 
safe sex, and �nding community

• Authors share personal experiences that are 
honest, humbling, and relatable

• Includes up-to-date and expanded de�nitions, 
updated information on legal issues, and 
expanded resource and bibliography sections

Zest Books™
Price: PB: $14.99
Pages: 208 • Trim: 51⁄2 x 81⁄4 • Ages: 11-18
October 1, 2019
WORLD RIGHTS

Hack Your Backyard
Discover a World of Outside Fun 
with Science Buddies®

Niki Ahrens
Explore science in your own backyard 
through this wild collection of projects. 
Make your own compass, learn to tell 
the temperature from crickets, count the 
stars, and more! This book was created 
in partnership with the Science Buddies 
science project website.

• STEM projects that encourage readers to 
unplug and explore science in the outdoors

Lerner Publications
Price: PB: $8.99
Pages: 32 • Trim: 7¾ x 10 • Ages: 7-11
March 1, 2019
WORLD RIGHTS

EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTED BY CA-LINK, PLEASE CONTACT Lea@ca-link.com FOR RIGHTS INQUIRY
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You Do You
Figuring Out Your Body, Dating, 
and Sexuality
Sarah Mirk
In this inclusive and supportive overview, 
readers are empowered with information 
about sexuality: the basics of human 
reproduction and development, birth 
control, gender identity, the importance 
of consent, safety, communication, 
relationships and break ups, body 
positivity, media myths, and more.

• Advice column style Q&As 

• Lifestyle portraits of real teens add authenticity

• Inclusive of all gender expressions

Twenty-First Century Books™
Price: HC: $37.32
Pages: 120 • Trim: 6 x 9 • Ages: 13-18
November 5, 2019
WORLD RIGHTS

Mindfulness and 
Meditation 
Handling Life with a Calm and 
Focused Mind
Whitney Stewart
Teen life can be a pressure cooker 
leading to anxiety and even thoughts 
of suicide. Learn about the practice of 
mindfulness and try meditation exercises 
for examining emotions, managing 
stress, checking wellness routines, and 
setting intentions to increase happiness.

• Practical, easy-to-follow guide to stress 
reduction

• Author is a mindfulness expert who has 
practiced mindfulness and meditation for  
more than forty years

• High interest lifestyle content for teens

Twenty-First Century Books™
Price: HC: $37.32
Pages: 120 • Trim: 6 x 9 • Ages: 13-18
August 6, 2019
WORLD RIGHTS

EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTED BY CA-LINK, PLEASE CONTACT Lea@ca-link.com FOR RIGHTS INQUIRY
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Body 2.0
The Engineering Revolution in 
Medicine
Sara Latta
Meet scientists who are on the verge of 
breakthroughs in biomedical engineering. 
From encouraging the body to regenerate 
damaged bone and muscle tissue to 
re-routing visual stimuli to the brain to 
help blind people see, these discoveries 
will change medicine radically.

• Cutting-edge, high-tech STEM content

• Infographics to enhance data comprehension

Twenty-First Century Books™
Price: HC: $37.32
Pages: 120 • Trim: 6 x 9 • Ages: 13-18
November 5, 2019
WORLD RIGHTS

Giraffe Extinction
Using Science and Technology to 
Save the Gentle Giants
Tanya Anderson
Without most people noticing, the 
population of wild giraffes has decreased 
by nearly 40 percent since 1985, making 
them an endangered species. Examine 
the threats giraffes face from humans, 
and meet the scientists working to save 
these gentle giants.

• High-interest topic for understanding animal 
ecology through the study of a popular-yet-
exotic animal

• Provides ideas for how people can help gira�es, 
empowering readers to take action

• Promotes World Gira�e Day held every June on 
the summer solstice

Twenty-First Century Books™
Price: HC: $37.32
Pages: 128 • Trim: 6 x 9 • Ages: 13-18
October 1, 2019
WORLD RIGHTS

EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTED BY CA-LINK, PLEASE CONTACT Lea@ca-link.com FOR RIGHTS INQUIRY
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Hack Your Cupboard
Make Great Food with What 
You’ve Got
Alyssa Wiegand; Carla Delgadillo
With dozens of photographs as well as 
dream dinners for every level of chef, this 
is the cookbook for anyone who wants 
to break out of a kitchen rut without 
breaking too much of a sweat.

• O�ers a road map to self-su�cient cooking 
using fresh ingredients

• Relies on familiar foods and recipes, reader 
(and lazy-cook) friendly

• Photographs of real kitchens and cupboards

Zest Books™
Price: PB: $19.99
Pages: 168 • Trim: 8 x 10 • Ages: 13-18
October 1, 2019
WORLD RIGHTS

Debunk It! 
Fake News Edition
How to Stay Sane in a World of 
Misinformation
John Grant
Updated to include a chapter on fake 
news, this serves as a guide to critical 
thinking for young readers looking to 
find some clarity in a confusing world.

• Acclaimed author and expert on media 
distortions and conspiracy theories

• Reveals why people lie and shows the damage 
it does with examples throughout history

• Provides solutions and strategies for 
improvement

Zest Books™
Price: PB: $14.99
Pages: 304 • Trim: 5 x 71⁄2 • Ages: 13-18
September 3, 2019
WORLD RIGHTS

EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTED BY CA-LINK, PLEASE CONTACT Lea@ca-link.com FOR RIGHTS INQUIRY
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Gun Violence
Fighting for Our Lives and Our 
Rights
Matt Doeden
In this authoritative exploration of both 
gun violence and gun control, readers 
will learn about the tension between 
Constitutional and legal approaches to 
the rights of gun owners and proposed 
restrictions to gun ownership for 
community safety.

• High-interest topic of relevance to teen lives

• Objective, pro/con approach to issues helps 
teens develop well-reasoned arguments to 
support a point of view

• Quotes from people on all sides of the 
issue—including those whose lives have been 
impacted by gun violence—provide human 
drama and point-of-view content

Twenty-First Century Books™
Price: HC: $37.32
Pages: 112 • Trim: 6 x 9 • Ages: 13-18
October 1, 2019
WORLD RIGHTS

The Dozier School for Boys
Forensics, Survivors, 
and a Painful Past
Elizabeth A. Murray, PhD
This true crime story reveals the atrocities 
at the Dozier School for Boys where, from 
1900 to 2001, school officials tortured 
and killed children in their care. Meet the 
brave survivors and investigators who 
brought the crimes to light.

• Set in Florida, this story has garnered local, 
national, and international coverage 

• True crime story in which victims were young 
children and teens (mostly boys) 

• Colson Whitehed’s adult novel, The Nickel Boy 
(based on the Dozier story), is publishing in 
Summer 2019

Twenty-First Century Books™
Price: HC: $37.32
Pages: 120 • Trim: 6 x 9 • Ages: 13-18
September 3, 2019
WORLD RIGHTS

EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTED BY CA-LINK, PLEASE CONTACT Lea@ca-link.com FOR RIGHTS INQUIRY
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Vote!
Women’s Fight for Access to the 
Ballot Box
Coral Celeste Frazer
August 18, 2020, marks the 100th 
anniversary of the 19th Amendment to 
the US Constitution, ensuring women’s 
right to vote. Learn about the 70-year-
long fight for women’s suffrage and 
see how it led to later civil rights and 
feminist movements.

• Relevant to current events including 
challenges to voter ID laws, gerrymandering, 
voter purges, etc. 

• Strong social justice and social activism title

Twenty-First Century Books™
Price: HC: $37.32
Pages: 120 • Trim: 6 x 9 • Ages: 13-18
August 6, 2019
WORLD RIGHTS

No More Excuses
Dismantling Rape Culture
Amber J. Keyser
The #MeToo movement opened up 
an explosive conversation around the 
globe. Learn about the foundations of 
rape culture and how to dismantle it 
through redefining healthy manhood 
and sexuality, improving legal systems 
and workplace environments, evaluating 
media critically, and speaking out.

• An in-depth, timely, and objective overview of 
the global conversation about rape culture

Twenty-First Century Books™
Price: HC: $37.32
Pages: 144 • Trim: 6 x 9 • Ages: 13-18
March 1, 2019
WORLD RIGHTS

 “Highly recommended.”
—starred,  School Library Journal

EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTED BY CA-LINK, PLEASE CONTACT Lea@ca-link.com FOR RIGHTS INQUIRY
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Forest Talk
How Trees Communicate
Melissa Koch
Researchers discovered that trees 
can communicate with each other 
through a system of soil fungi. Complex 
social networks help trees survive by 
transferring resources to each other, 
sending defense signals, and more. Meet 
the scientists and learn more.

• A young adult take on adult bestsellers like 
Peter Wohlleben’s The Hidden Life of Trees and 
Richard Preston’s The Wild Trees

• Growing teen interest in green topics and the 
forest bathing trend

Twenty-First Century Books™
Price: HC: $37.32
Pages: 96 • Trim: 6 x 9 • Ages: 13-18
March 1, 2019
WORLD RIGHTS

Solutions for a Cleaner, 
Greener Planet
Environmental Chemistry
Marc Zimmer
Many of the most toxic materials on 
Earth—from arsenic to plutonium—
occur naturally, but manufacturers also 
used them in products from paints 
to pesticides. Now we’re dealing with 
severe pollution and health risks. Learn 
what environmental chemists are doing 
to solve these issues.

• An accessible, solution-based introduction  
to the chemistry, practical uses, and dangers of 
toxic elements both naturally occurring  
and manmade

• Features fascinating stories of historic 
poisonings and the ways in which certain 
toxins are embedded in pop culture

Twenty-First Century Books™
Price: HC: $37.32
Pages: 120 • Trim: 6 x 9 • Ages: 13-18
February 1, 2019
WORLD RIGHTS

Living Simply
A Teen Guide to Minimalism
Sally McGraw
Minimalism is an Earth-friendly 
lifestyle focusing on the three Rs 
(reducing, recycling, and reusing) and 
on simplifying to reduce one’s carbon 
imprint, manage anxiety, and prioritize 
interactions over acquisition. How-to tips 
and success stories help you incorporate 
minimalism into your life.

• A teen-friendly exploration of minimalism, 
one of the hottest movements of the second 
decade of the 21st century

• Features earth-friendly, green ideas for 
everyday living

Twenty-First Century Books™
Price: HC: $37.32
Pages: 112 • Trim: 6 x 9 • Ages: 13-18
January 1, 2019
WORLD RIGHTS

The Global Refugee Crisis
Fleeing Conflict and Violence
Stephanie Sammartino McPherson
Around the world, millions of people 
have fled violence and persecution 
in recent years. More than half were 
children. Learn about modern mass 
exoduses, how nations are addressing 
the crises, and what kinds of solutions 
could help.

• In-depth and timely overview by award-
winning author of the ongoing global refugee 
crisis and how Western nations are responding

• Objective coverage of a highly debated topic

Twenty-First Century Books™
Price: HC: $37.32
Pages: 128 • Trim: 6 x 9 • Ages: 13-18
April 1, 2019
WORLD RIGHTS

EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTED BY CA-LINK, PLEASE CONTACT Lea@ca-link.com FOR RIGHTS INQUIRY
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Exposing Hate
Prejudice, Hatred, and Violence 
in Action
Michael Miller
What is a hate group and how does it 
operate? How do we legally define hate 
speech and hate crimes? What is the 
history of hate and how do we confront 
it? Examine these critical questions in 
this practical investigation.

• Objective coverage of an explosive issue

• An up-to-date investigation of the 
phenomenon of hate groups—including  
their history and the face of 21st-century  
hate-based organizations

Twenty-First Century Books™
Price: HC: $37.32
Pages: 144 • Trim: 6 x 9 • Ages: 13-18
April 1, 2019
WORLD RIGHTS

Fake News
Separating Truth from Fiction
Michael Miller
Learn about the mechanics, perpetrators, 
motives, and psychology of fake news, 
and explore journalistic and fact-
checking standards, Constitutional 
protections, and real-world case studies. 
A final chapter provides useful methods 
for assessing and avoiding the spread of 
fake news.

• Highly relevant; ties directly to the media 
politics of the Trump administration and the 
ongoing scandal related to Russian hacking of 
US (and global) elections

• Also provides historical context for 
understanding the contemporary fake news 
phenomenon

Twenty-First Century Books™
Price: HC: $37.32
Pages: 112 • Trim: 6 x 9 • Ages: 13-18
January 1, 2019
WORLD RIGHTS

series nonfiction

Pull Ahead Readers — 
Fiction: Let’s Look at 
Animal Habitats
Baby animals—fish, elephants, penguins 
and more—introduce young readers to 
the places they live in these delightful 
fiction stories. Charming illustrations 
draw in emergent readers while 
supportive text structures help them 
build literacy skills.

• Strong image-text matches help readers predict 
unfamiliar words

• Combine these with our non�ction set for a 
paired �ction/non�ction reading experience

Lerner Publications
Price: PB: $6.99
Pages: 16 • Trim: 5¾ x 8 • Ages: 4-7
August 1, 2019
WORLD RIGHTS

Pull Ahead Readers — 
Nonfiction: Let’s Look at 
Animal Habitats
Explore all the places that animals 
can live—under the desert sand, on 
top of polar ice, in a rainforest tree, on 
the ocean floor, and more. Emergent 
readers will build literacy skills will these 
instructionally leveled nonfiction texts.

• Strong image-text matches help readers 
predict unfamiliar words

• Combine these with our �ction set for a paired 
�ction/non�ction reading experience

Lerner Publications
Price: PB: $6.99
Pages: 16 • Trim: 5¾ x 8 • Ages: 4-7
August 1, 2019
WORLD RIGHTS

EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTED BY CA-LINK, PLEASE CONTACT Lea@ca-link.com FOR RIGHTS INQUIRY
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Pull Ahead Readers — 
Fiction: Let’s Look at 
Weather
These endearing fiction stories show 
young readers what happens during 
different types of weather events. The 
carefully constructed texts—developed 
by guided reading experts—will build 
literacy skills in emergent readers. 

• Strong image-text matches help readers  
predict unfamiliar words

• Combine these with our non�ction set for a 
paired �ction/non�ction reading experience

Lerner Publications
Price: PB: $6.99
Pages: 16 • Trim: 5¾ x 8 • Ages: 4-7
August 1, 2019
WORLD RIGHTS

Pull Ahead Readers — 
Nonfiction: Let’s Look at 
Weather
Fascinate beginning readers with these 
perfect introductions to observing 
all types of weather. Crisp photos 
support emergent readers as they learn 
vocabulary, make predictions, and 
navigate simple nonfiction texts.

• Strong image-text matches help readers 
predict unfamiliar words

• Combine these with our �ction set for a paired 
�ction/non�ction reading experience

Lerner Publications
Price: PB: $6.99
Pages: 16 • Trim: 5¾ x 8 • Ages: 4-7
August 1, 2019
WORLD RIGHTS

Pull Ahead Readers — 
Fiction: Science All 
Around Me 
Science concepts become relatable 
through these engaging fiction stories. 
Beginning readers will learn about 
motion, patterns, hibernation, and more 
through simple stories designed to build 
literacy skills.

• Strong image-text matches help readers  
predict unfamiliar words

• Combine these with our non�ction set for a 
paired �ction/non�ction reading experience

Lerner Publications
Price: PB: $6.99
Pages: 16 • Trim: 5¾ x 8 • Ages: 4-7
August 1, 2019
WORLD RIGHTS

Pull Ahead Readers — 
Nonfiction: Science All 
Around Me
Inspire young scientists with these 
introductions to concepts such as food 
chains, forces and motion, life cycles, 
states of matter, and more. With simple 
text structures and close photo-text 
matches, these readers are designed to 
develop nonfiction reading skills.

• Strong image-text matches help readers 
predict unfamiliar words

• Combine these with our �ction set for a paired 
�ction/non�ction reading experience

Lerner Publications
Price: PB: $6.99
Pages: 16 • Trim: 5¾ x 8 • Ages: 4-7
August 1, 2019
WORLD RIGHTS

EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTED BY CA-LINK, PLEASE CONTACT Lea@ca-link.com FOR RIGHTS INQUIRY
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Look Closely 
(LOOK! Books™)
In Look Closely, readers are challenged 
to identify people, plants, animals, 
structures, and objects from an extreme 
close-up of each one. An accompanying 
riddle provides clues. The complete 
image is then revealed along with 
fascinating facts about it.

• Kids will be eager to solve each riddle 

• Bright photographs bring the topics to life

Red Chair Press
Price: PB: $6.99
Pages: 24 • Trim: 8 x 8 • Ages: 5-8
August 1, 2019
WORLD RIGHTS

Garfield’s® Fat Cat Guide 
to STEM Breakthroughs
Garfield introduces readers to the 
most noteworthy STEM discoveries, 
breakthroughs, and inventions with his 
trademark laugh-out-loud commentary. 
From the beginning of numbers to 
computer chips, Garfield explores it all... 
with only a few snack breaks along the way.

• Features popular Gar�eld characters kids love 

• Appeals to young readers’ natural curiosity  
about how things work 

Lerner Publications
Price: PB: $8.99
Pages: 32 • Trim: 6 x 9 • Ages: 7-11
August 1, 2019
WORLD RIGHTS

Pull Ahead Readers — 
Fiction: Seasons All 
Around Me
What do you love about each season? 
With carefully leveled text and vibrant 
illustrations, emergent readers follow the 
characters of these fictional stories as they 
experience the joys of the four seasons.

• Strong image-text matches help readers  
predict unfamiliar words

• Combine these with our non�ction set for a 
paired �ction/non�ction reading experience

Lerner Publications
Price: PB: $6.99
Pages: 16 • Trim: 5¾ x 8 • Ages: 4-7
August 1, 2019
WORLD RIGHTS

Pull Ahead Readers — 
Nonfiction: Seasons All 
Around Me
Emergent readers will become careful 
observers of the seasons in these simple, 
informational texts. High-frequency 
words and predictive text structures help 
students grasp new vocabulary and build 
nonfiction reading skills. 

• Strong image-text matches help readers 
predict unfamiliar words

• Combine these with our �ction set for a paired 
�ction/non�ction reading experience

Lerner Publications
Price: PB: $6.99
Pages: 16 • Trim: 5¾ x 8 • Ages: 4-7
August 1, 2019
WORLD RIGHTS

GARFIELD © Paws, Inc. All rights reserved. 
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30-Minute Makers
This maker-focused series features science 
projects that can be completed in half 
an hour or less. Created in partnership 
with science project database Science 
Buddies®, an organization focused on 
fostering STEM discovery through hands-
on explorations.

• Fun STEM projects that can be completed 
within 30 minutes

• Created in partnership with Science Buddies, 
the leading educational site for science 
projects and experiments

Lerner Publications
Price: PB: $8.99
Pages: 32 • Trim: 7¾ x 10 • Ages: 7-11
April 1, 2019
WORLD RIGHTS

Coding Is CATegorical™

Meet your coding instructors—
computer-savvy cats! Playful rhyming 
verse introduces young readers to 
key coding concepts like syntax and 
algorithms, and fun illustrations further 
clarify the topics.

• A playful and accessible introduction to key 
coding concepts from bestselling author  
Brian P. Cleary (Words Are CATegorical®)

• Vetted by technical expert Michael Miller

Millbrook Press™
Price: PB: $8.99
Pages: 24 • Trim: 67⁄8 x 9 • Ages: 5-9
May 1, 2019
WORLD RIGHTS

Mission: Code 
(Alternator Books®)
Dive into the fascinating world of 
coding languages! These titles walk new 
programmers through the basics of 
creating their own code. Hands-on learn-
to-code activities accessed through an 
online Page Plus link add to the fun!

• An introductory explanation to coding,  
one of the hottest topics in education

• Provides a behind-the-scenes look at the 
coding languages that make up websites, 
smartphones, video games, and more

• Page Plus QR codes link to hands-on  
coding activities

Lerner Publications
Price: PB: $9.99
Pages: 32 • Trim: 6¾ x 9 • Ages: 8-12
August 1, 2019
WORLD RIGHTS

Unplug with Science 
Buddies®

It’s time to turn off your device! This fun, 
maker-focused series features projects 
from project database creators, Science 
Buddies®, and encourages readers to step 
away from the screen and create with 
their hands.

• Easy STEM projects that encourages kids  
to unplug 

• Fun hands-on activities 

Lerner Publications
Price: PB: $8.99
Pages: 32 • Trim: 7¾ x 10 • Ages: 7-11
August 1, 2019
WORLD RIGHTS

EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTED BY CA-LINK, PLEASE CONTACT Lea@ca-link.com FOR RIGHTS INQUIRY
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My Minecraft 
(Alternator Books®)
From surviving mobs (mobile monsters) 
to building cities, this series describes 
some of Minecraft’s most popular aspects. 
Learn the basics of mining for materials, 
planting crops, and changing the game 
with mods (modifications) and jump into 
the creative world of Minecraft.

• Extremely high-interest topic will attract a 
broad reading audience

• Makes complex STEM and coding  
concepts accessible

• Highlights the latest Minecraft developments

Lerner Publications
Price: PB: $9.99
Pages: 32 • Trim: 7 x 9 • Ages: 7-11
March 1, 2019
WORLD RIGHTS

Space Exploration 
(Alternator Books®)
Inspired by science headlines, this series 
explores discoveries, technological 
achievements, and exciting research into 
the final frontier. Learn how scientists 
look back in time to see the first stars, as 
well as how they’re planning for space 
travel to Mars.

• Highlights the latest research from NASA and 
other space agencies

• Incredible photographs of objects and worlds 
that are light-years away

Lerner Publications
Price: HC: $27.99
Pages: 32 • Trim: 7 x 9 • Ages: 8-12
February 1, 2019
WORLD RIGHTS

Searchlight Books™ — 
New Frontiers of Space
Examine the most up-to-date, fascinating 
details gleaned in the endless human 
quest to understand the universe! From 
black holes to space tourism, each book 
focuses on cutting-edge information 
about outer space and details how we 
made those discoveries.

• Current, cutting-edge information

• Space Fact or Fiction sidebars engage critical-
thinking skills

• Page Plus QR code links to a downloadable 
3D-printer-friendly model sourced from NASA

Lerner Publications
Price: PB: $9.99
Pages: 32 • Trim: 6¾ x 9 • Ages: 8-11
August 1, 2019
WORLD RIGHTS

Cosmos Chronicles 
(Alternator Books®)
This visually driven series focuses on 
current and future space missions. 
With dynamic imagery from NASA and 
SpaceX, each high-interest title reads 
like an attention-grabbing blog about 
space exploration.

• Sidebars include historical background, fun 
facts, and quotes from astronauts  

• Provides readers an up-close exploration of 
high-interest space topics straight from NASA

Lerner Publications
Price: PB: $9.99
Pages: 32 • Trim: 6¾ x 9 • Ages: 8-12
August 1, 2019
WORLD RIGHTS

EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTED BY CA-LINK, PLEASE CONTACT Lea@ca-link.com FOR RIGHTS INQUIRY
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Core Content Science — 
Animal Superpowers
Some animals have special senses and 
physical traits that help them survive. 
This series compares similarities and 
differences between many of these 
unique creatures and includes trivia and 
facts to amaze and amuse readers.

• Highlights diversity of animals across the globe

• Animal fun facts featured throughout the 
books will appeal to a broad range of readers

Red Chair Press
Price: HC: $23.99
Pages: 32 • Trim: 6½ x 9 • Ages: 7-10
January 1, 2019
WORLD RIGHTS (ALL RIGHTS)

Searchlight Books™ — 
Climate Change
Are the number of extreme storms 
increasing? What happens when sea 
levels rise? What impact will new 
energy technology have? This series 
introduces readers to the causes 
and effects of climate change and 
examines potential solutions.

• Explores the timely, highly relevant STEM  
topic of climate change in an engaging  
and accessible way

• Includes the latest developments in  
climate research

Lerner Publications
Price: PB: $9.99
Pages: 32 • Trim: 7 x 9 • Ages: 8-11
January 1, 2019
WORLD RIGHTS

Core Content Science — 
Animal Top Ten
Packed with unusual and unexpected 
facts about a variety of animals, these 
books are sure to attract readers’ 
attention. Eye-popping photos add to 
each book’s appeal and draw readers in 
to learn more about the creatures that 
share our planet.

• Books with animal fun facts have perennial 
appeal

• Animals are grouped by child-friendly qualities

Red Chair Press
Price: HC: $25.32
Pages: 40 • Trim: 6½ x 9 • Ages: 7-10
August 1, 2019
WORLD RIGHTS

Death Uncovered
Death Uncovered is a high-interest, low-
level series that explores near-death 
experiences and ghost stories, as well 
as traditions and legends about what 
happens after we die. Each title features 
six engaging narrative stories centered 
around death and the afterlife.

• Unearths mysteries of many aspects of death, 
including near-death expereinece and  
the afterlife

• Each title covers a di�erent topic and features 
six related stories from around the world.

• Sure to capture the interest of reluctant readers 
and other students

Full Tilt Press
Price: HC: $27.99
Pages: 48 • Trim: 7 x 9 • Ages: 10-14
August 1, 2019
WORLD RIGHTS

EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTED BY CA-LINK, PLEASE CONTACT Lea@ca-link.com FOR RIGHTS INQUIRY
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They Survived 
(Alternator Books®)
Discover the harrowing details 
behind the most fascinating survival 
stories. Mesmerizing narrative text 
describes how ordinary people acted 
in extraordinary ways to overcome life-
and-death situations. Each book features 
survival gear and pop culture sidebars.

• Filled with drama and suspense, these high-
interest stories will engage readers interested 
in adventure

• Includes survival tips and information about 
survival gear

Lerner Publications
Price: HC: $27.99
Pages: 32 • Trim: 7 x 9 • Ages: 8-12
January 1, 2019
WORLD RIGHTS

series nonfiction

Iron Will
Investigate the stories of real-life people 
who survived dangerous situations. Each 
title in this high/low series features five 
incredible tales to inspire and educate. 
These stories highlight people who beat 
the odds through a mix of luck, smarts—
and their iron wills to survive.

• Each title in the series tells �ve stories of 
incredible survival

• Harrowing near-death stories are hot among 
emerging readers

• Stories demonstrate survival through 
perseverance, intelligence, creativity, and bravery

Full Tilt Press
Price: HC: $27.99
Pages: 48 • Trim: 7 x 9 • Ages: 10-14
August 1, 2019
WORLD RIGHTS

Searchlight Books™ — 
Fake News
These clear, helpful guides define what 
exactly fake news is for readers and 
explore the role fake news has played in 
current politics and throughout history. 

• High-interest presentation of an important, 
ongoing topic

• A feature called Real or Fake? o�ers readers 
a chance to test their critical-thinking skills, 
complete with a bonus Page Plus tie-in feature

• A Fake News Toolkit back matter feature 
identi�es steps to spot and react to fake news

Lerner Publications
Price: PB: $9.99
Pages: 32 • Trim: 6¾ x 9 • Ages: 8-11
August 1, 2019
WORLD RIGHTS

Inside the Sport 
(Lerner™ Sports)
Take a behind-the-scenes look at the 
lives of soccer players, gymnasts, and 
other athletes in the world’s most 
popular sports! Readers will see how 
players, from youth leagues to high-
profile pros, prepare for competition.

• Perfect for sports lovers

• High-interest topics that engage reluctant 
readers

• Gripping photos and action-packed text keep 
readers turning pages

Lerner Publications
Price: PB: $8.99
Pages: 32 • Trim: 6¾ x 9 • Ages: 7-11
August 1, 2019
WORLD RIGHTS

EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTED BY CA-LINK, PLEASE CONTACT Lea@ca-link.com FOR RIGHTS INQUIRY
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Gateway Biographies
Discover the human side of newsworthy, 
historical, and pop culture figures. Each 
biography is peppered with quotations 
and childhood stories, accounts of 
successes and failures, and descriptions of 
inspirational experiences that influenced 
the person’s achievements. 

• Highly readable biographies about 
contemporary public �gures and important 
historical �gures 

• Includes quotes and stories that provide an 
inside look at each subject’s life 

Lerner Publications
Price: PB: $9.99
Pages: 48 • Trim: 6¾ x 9 • Ages: 9-14
August 1, 2019
WORLD RIGHTS

Lightning Bolt Books® — 
Who’s a Good Dog?
Animal lovers will adore learning about 
some of the world’s most popular dogs 
with this high-interest series. 

• Adorable photos!

• Includes information on each breed’s behavior 
and personality as well as how to care for these 
furry friends 

Lerner Publications
Price: PB: $9.99
Pages: 24 • Trim: 7½ x 10¼ • Ages: 6-9
August 1, 2019
WORLD RIGHTS

Lightning Bolt Books® — 
Military Machines
How do airplanes land on a ship? How 
fast can fighter jets fly? Readers will love 
learning about popular military machines. 

• Presents military machines and history in an 
accessible way

• Clear photo-text match aids comprehension 
and accessibility

Lerner Publications
Price: PB: $9.99
Pages: 24 • Trim: 7½ x 10¼ • Ages: 6-9
August 1, 2019
WORLD RIGHTS

Ways We Go 
(LOOK! Books™)
Each book looks at common ways we go 
from one place to another while making 
connections to daily life activity.

• Fast Facts and colorful photos bring the  
subject to life

• Looks at the past and the future

Red Chair Press
Price: PB: $6.99
Pages: 24 • Trim: 8 x 8 • Ages: 5-8
August 1, 2019
WORLD RIGHTS 
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C o n t en t s

CHINA
Lenna Hao
CA-LINK International LLC (Beijing O�  ce)
Room 1601, TianChuangShiYuan Bldg 313, HuiZhongBeiLi
Chaoyang District, Beijing 100012
China
Email: lenna@ca-link.com
Phone: (86)10-5286-1626
 
FRANCE
Catherine Lapautre  
Agence Michelle Lapautre
91 ter, rue du Cherche-Midi
75006 Paris
France
Email: marion@lapautre.com / catherine@lapautre.com
Phone: +33 (0)1 47 34 82 41
 
GERMANY
Silke Weniger / Alexandra Legath
Literarische Agentur Silke Weniger
Würmstraße 11a
82166 Gräfel� ng
Germany
Email: legath@litag.de
Phone: 089 89 89 949 – 11

For Zest Books:
Arrowsmith
Poststrasse 14-16
D-20354 Hamburg
Germany
Email: agency@arrowsmith-agency.com 
Phone: 49 (40) 85 100 295

ITALY
Anna Mioni
AC2 literary agency
via de Mandelo 14
I - 35124 Padova
Italy
Email: anna@ac2.eu
Phone and fax +39.0498809768
 
JAPAN 
FICTION
Noriko Hasegawa
The English Agency (Japan) Ltd.
Sakuragi Bldg., 3F
6-7-3 Minami Aoyama,
Minato-ku,
Tokyo 107-0062
Japan
Email:  noriko@eaj.co.jp
Phone: 03 3406 5385

JAPAN 
NONFICTION & PICTURE BOOKS
Yurika Yokota Yoshida / Reina Shimada  
Japan Foreign-Rights Centre
Sun Mall No. 3, Rm. 201
1-19-10 Shinjuku
Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo 160-0022
Japan
Email: reina@jfc-tokyo.co.jp
Phone: 03-3226-2711
 

KOREA
Rockyoung Lee
KCC/Korea Copyright Center Inc.
Gyonghigung-achim 3 O�  cetel Rm 520
34, Sajik-ro 8-gil, Jongno-gu, Seoul 03174
Korea
Email: rylee@kccseoul.com
Phone: 82-2-725-3350

For Zest Books:
EnterKorea Co., Ltd.
4F, KD Bldg., #123
World Cup-ro, Mapo-gu
Seoul 03963
Korea
Email: copyrights@ekagency.co.kr 
Phone: +82-2-3142-8136

SPAIN / PORTUGAL / BRAZIL
Sandra Bruna / Berta Bruna  
Sandra Bruna Agencia Literaria
Plaza Gala Placidia, 2, 5 º 2 ª
08006 Barcelona
Spain
Email: bbruna@sandrabruna.com
Phone: 93 217 74 06

For Zest Books:
A.C.E.R. Agencia Literaria
Amor de Dios 1
28014 Madrid
Spain
Email: eatkins@acerliteraria.com 
Phone: (34) 91 369 20 61

EASTERN EUROPE / GREECE / 
THE NETHERLANDS / RUSSIA / 
SCANDINAVIA /UK
Rebecca Mancini
RightsMix
43 Linden Ave.
Verona, NJ 07044
USA
Email: rightsmix@gmail.com
Phone: (973) 857-1066

ALL OTHER TERRITORIES
Maria Kjoller
Director of Rights, 
Special Sales & International Distribution
Lerner Publishing Group
241 1st Ave. N.
Minneapolis, MN  55401
USA
Email: mkjoller@lernerbooks.com
Phone: (612) 215-6280
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